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4800 North Park in Raleigh, where Spectra has been kept busy during the past 18 months.

4800 North Park

Raleigh, N.C.
ver the past year-and-a-half, Spectra Builders has completed approximately 90,500 square feet of
interior fit-up work in the 4800 North Park building on Falls of Neuse Road in Raleigh. The building
is managed by Highwoods Properties. The projects included work for INC Research, Surgical Review
Corp., Softpro Corp., Amica Insurance Co., and construction of an elevator lobby on the fifth floor.
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I Didn’t Know You Could Do That!
We are constantly amazed when past customers tell us they did not realize all that our company can do. Not
only are we a design-build firm, but we also provide other services to our clients. Spectra Builders proudly performs
ground-up projects, interior fit-ups and renovations of existing and new spaces, not to mention service work.
Every job we do is equally important, whether large or small. If you need something as simple as relocating a door,
adding adjustable shelving, hanging a picture or having a projection screen hung, please give us a call. We’re happy to
be of service to both new and past clients.
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Employee Spotlight

Tessa Egan

Office Manager/Contracts Administrator
Tessa Egan joined Spectra Builders
in July 2007, referred to our company by
a business
associate.
With
outstanding
credentials
and a
wonderful
personality,
there was no
doubt she
would be a
perfect fit.
Among
Tessa Egan
her daily
responsibilities are keeping the office
running smoothly, searching out jobs
going to bid, processing bid packages,
dealing with contracts and putting out
any sparks that could potentially lead to
a fire.
Tessa’s cheerful voice is also the first
one most people hear when they call our
office. Tessa always knows what is going
on at Spectra and works well with every
employee and client. We are blessed to
have Tessa Egan as a member of our team.

Spectra, The High Tech Company

Spectra Builders prides itself on staying on the cutting edge of technology. Our
office is equipped with the most advanced large format scanner, printer and copier
that allows us to print out our own digital drawings or drawings sent to us via
email. It also allows us to scan images that can be emailed or burned to a CD for
our clients, subcontractors and/or suppliers. Each superintendent is equipped with
a laptop, and all field personnel, including superintendents, have Blackberrys. These
items help our jobs move smoothly, saving our clients time and money while still
delivering an exceptional finished product.

Spectra Builders Would Like To Extend A
Welcome To Our Newest Client…
Pizzagalli Properties, LLC of Morrisville, N.C.

We’re doing our part. This newsletter is printed on environmentally-friendly paper—50% recycled, using 25% post-consumer waste, and is composed of a
mixture of fibers from certified forests, post-consumer recycling processes and fibers from other controlled sources.
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